CHRISTMAS BLESSING BAGS FOR MEXICO
Its that time of year again for the DISCIPLES OF THE ROCK Christmas Blessing Bags drive. Last year
there were 1500 bags collected from 9 churches. What a blessing! The children of New Joy, Galeana, and
other neighborhoods were so grateful for all that you sent. Again we will be taking a small team to deliver
the boxes and share the message of Jesus from their friends in Texas.
Last year we had great success with the packing of the Blessing Bags. For those that are joining us this
year we would like for you to use the bags that we have purchased on line. They will be made available at
different locations. This makes the packing and transporting so much easier with them all being the same
size bags. Plus the border patrol like the easy visual transparent bags. We are trying for at least 2000 this
year because of several new neighborhoods that we would like to reach. Here are the ages, specifics and
ideas, please call around and get other family and friends involved especially children because they really
enjoy reaching out to others. If you feel that you don’t have the time we will also take money donations.
Or if you don’t have bags just bring in the plastic store bag and we will bag them up. Each box cost about
10-12 dollars to fill.
SPECIFICS: clear plastic bag and any extra space can be filled with none melting candy.
Approximately 10 very inexpensive items. Each bag has a label already on it.
AGES

0-11 months

1-2

10-12

3-4

5-6

13-16

6-7

8-9

IDEAS: BALLS BOOKS(SPANISH) DOLLS
BOWS TOYS

TOOTH BRUSHES

CARS COMBS RATTLES

boy or girl

HAIR BRUSHES

ANY HYGIENE PRODUCTS
GLOVES, SOCKS, CAPS

SOCKS

ANY SMALL TOYS

We will contact each church that helped last year and several more who asked to help this year. The
BAGS need to be ready by December 1, 2011 in order to be ready for the trip on December 15th. For any
information or pick up arrangements please call Wanita Rylander 254-865-3518 any time. I will gladly
come to your church or group and visit with pictures and information.
Wanita

Disciples of the Rock Ministries

2219 East Main Street

Gatesville, TX 76528

254-865-3518

